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Summary 

Over the last few years the adoption of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been 

rapid and its use is widespread now. Organisations across both public and 

private sectors are employing AI for wide-ranging applications. In the defence 

sector, recognition of AI’s potential implications for national security are being 

augmented by considerable investments in logistics, semi-autonomous and 

autonomous weapons, ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance, 

command and control, and cyber and information operations. After all, AI 

transforms the nature of warfare from informatised ways to intelligentised 

ways of war. Countries like the US and China have already implemented some 

forms of intelligentised warfare into their existing defence frameworks. India is 

now closing in with its emerging and disruptive technology† advances and 

transiting to a robust civil-military fusion. This background article explores all 

the facets of intelligentised warfare that may be conducted through Artificial 

intelligence and its applications, and the challenges and opportunities AI 

presents for defence. 

 

Introduction 

 Artificial Intelligence has become one of the key drivers for a country’s 

national security framework, with potentially significant applications in 

Defence.  AI applications cover a broad range of military operations and 

warfare, from intelligence gathering, data analytics, logistics, cyber security 

operations, command and control, information operations, semi-autonomous 

and autonomous weapon systems. Countries like the US, China and Russia have 

already incorporated AI into their military operations. The US has successfully 
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made use of AI in warfare operations in Iraq and Syria. China is also making 

similar investments as the US, despite the $ 300 billion difference in their 

defence budgets and is planning to lead the global AI market by 2030.1It is 

successfully implementing its military-civil fusion strategy and using AI for its 

simulators, training programs and autonomous weapon systems. Russia is 

actively developing AI-enabled weapons with a prime focus on robotics and 

autonomy on the battlefield. They are endorsing and making substantive 

investments for the development of AI-based systems for information 

operations, detection analysis and countering disinformation.2 India is also 

taking some decisive steps in deploying AI-enabled systems for its combat and 

surveillance projects. However, India is at a very nascent stage when it comes to 

the development of such systems for military use. It was only in 2019, that the 

MoD established the Defence AI Council (DAIC) to provide strategic 

leadership for successful AI adoption in Defence. Meanwhile in the commercial 

sector, India has taken great strides; from BFSI to healthcare, manufacturing, 

education, retail, communication, energy, utilities and others. AI is expected to 

contribute to India’s annual growth rate by 1.3% by2035.3The Indian AI 

ecosystem is booming at this stage with high investments and funding from the 

government. It has become one of the top 10 countries in technological 

advancements and funding in AI.4 

 AI has immense potential in algorithmic warfare, revolutionising military 

affairs across the globe. The adoption of AI in military operations is changing 

the face of war, as it brings another dimension to it (warfare) with the 

introduction of autonomous weapons. Furthermore, AI has the potential to scale 

data analytics to the next level with the use of Deep Learning and Neural 

Networks. Data is of utmost importance for defence technologies, and data 

collection from various military sources and equipment is essential in the 

training of AI systems. AI is also being successfully used in training 

development as well as war games and their digital simulation. The deployment 



of AI in the defence industry has also seen a surge. A report by the IBM Centre 

for the Business of Government released in 2021 states that 49% of defence 

organisations across globe have already implemented AI solutions and 59% 

have an AI strategy. Out of the 250 defense organisations surveyed, the 

stakeholders and leaders foresee the most significant potential of AI in ISR 

operations with 52% of these have implemented AI for ISR globally. Among 

these, 49% and 46% of the defense organisations have implementedAI for semi-

autonomous, and autonomous weapon systems and cyberspace respectively. 

Moreover, one-third of the leaders believe in the significance of AI in 

information operations (like deep fakes) and military logistics.5 

 However, there are vulnerabilities in the AI systems that pose challenges 

in implementing these defence systems.Data tampering and misrepresentation 

of data in the training process is one. But the broad applicability of this 

technology and the power to transform military capabilities with greater 

autonomy and adaptability make it essential for strategic deterrence. 

This article explores Artificial intelligence as a key enabler for future 

battlefields and tries to depict its potential in warfare. It looks at various 

militarily significant capabilities of AI and its applications at the operational 

and strategic level of warfare. Next, it presents the advances in militarisation of 

AI by the major players in geopolitics. Further, it discusses the challenges in 

integrating AI into the military and its effects. Finally, the article analyses 

India’s AI implementation Roadmap and the future scope and opportunities for 

the nation. 

Artificial Intelligence Terminology and Background 

 The term AI has many loose definitions that define it in different ways. 

One definition asserts that AI is about artificial life-forms that can surpass 

human intelligence. Others describe AI as being characterised by autonomy and 

adaptability. Some of the most common definitions of AI are:6 



 Automating activities we associate with human thinking (e.g., decision-

making, learning)(Bellman, 1978) 

 The study of mental faculties through the use of computational models. 

(Charniak and McDermott, 1985) 

 A field of study that seeks to explain and emulate intelligent behaviour in 

terms of computational processes. (Schalkoff, 1990) 

 The branch of computer science that is concerned with the automation of 

intelligent behaviour. (Luger and Stubblefield, 1993) 

 The analysis of the computations makes it possible to perceive, reason, and 

act.(Patrick Henry Winston, Artificial Intelligence, 3rd ed., 1992.) 

 

 Artificial Intelligence is the branch of computer science that covers 

various aspects of human behaviour such as modelling, machine learning, 

natural language processing, statistical measures and optimisation methods that 

help solve complex problems and provide the best possible solutions using an 

adaptive learning model. The advent of AI began somewhere in 1940, and John 

McCarthy, the father of AI, coined the term AI in the mid-1950 stating “it is the 

science and engineering of making intelligent machines”.7 A lot of research has 

gone into this field since then, but it was only in 2010 that its convergence with 

various enabling technologies was appreciated. The timeline of AI is shown in 

figure 1. 
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Figure1: AI Timeline 

 

 Narrow AI is confined to using machine learning algorithms that can 

handle just one specific problem such as game playing, image classification and 

recognition. Currently, the AI systems being developed fall into the category of 

Narrow AI.where, these algorithms replicate human intelligence and cognition 

through training on large datasets. These models function on statistical models 

created on their own by learning from past experiences, i.e. through training; 

and function accordingly when placed in an unknown environment. There have 

been various instances where AI models have surpassed human intelligence, 

like the famous IBM Deep blue, which defeated the world number one, Chess 

Champion Garry Kasparov, in 1996. Also, in 2016 Deep Minds Alpha GO 

defeated world champion Lee Sedol in the GO game. On the other hand, 

However, General AI is what we are seeking to achieve; where a machine can 

attain human-level intelligence across a variety of tasks, not just one.8 

 Deep Learning is a subset of Machine Learning, which in turn is a subset 

of Artificial Intelligence. it is the most common application of AI implemented 

to develop systems to attain cognitive behaviour and intelligence. Deep learning 

functions on the layered architecture of artificial neural networks to replicate the 

human brain. These architectures include convolutional neural networks, 

recurrent neural networks, back propagation neural networks and deep neural 

networks.9 To imitate the human brain or achieve human intelligence through 



machines requires using other systems like computer vision, natural language 

processing, speech processing, cloud computing, virtual reality and machine 

translation.   

 The role of AI in civilian spheres has seen immense development and 

success with applications like AI-enabled voice assistants like Siri, Cortana, and 

Google Chatbots like Lamda, BERT, and GPT-3. Some major applications 

include Recommendation systems that function on AI such as Netflix, Amazon 

and others, image recognition systems, self-driving cars, speech recognition, 

virtual reality and, more recently, the metaverse. AI has played a significant role 

in health care, where image recognition systems have shown immense success 

in the detection of cancers and life-threatening ailments. It has also been used 

for the development of expert systems for health care like MYCIN, ONCOCIN, 

and INTERNIST.10 

 IBM Watson is another project which was introduced in 201011. It has 

been implemented for various applications over the years. It is popular because 

of the famous win on the Jeopardy show in 2011. Since then, it has been used 

for numerous applications: in healthcare for cancer research, finance, law and 

retail.12More recently, it was used for the prediction of events at the US Open, 

where the algorithm read, interpreted, forecasted, and correlated data across 17 

courts to produce insightful predictions.13IBM Watson has also been involved in 

the defence sphere such aswith the US Army’s Logistic Support Activity for 

analysing and interpreting data generated by sensors.14Google is another private 

firm that worked closely with DARPA on the famous project MAVEN. 

AI has seen various advances over the years with the introduction of concepts 

where a machine can mimic the human brain by acquiring intelligence through 

perception-cognition- action training. Some other concepts that converge with 

AI are explainable-AI, NLP, self-adaptive learning, hybrid intelligence 

(includes man-machine interface) and swarm intelligence. AI has been 

implemented in various sectors like IT and networks, security/public safety, 



retail, transportation, industrial, healthcare, consumer services, energy and 

finance. The defence sector has also seen significant AI development over the 

years. 

Military Potential of AI 

 AI holds immense potential for the military, where it can be used to 

detect objects and personnel using smart sensors and collect, analyse and 

present data for surveillance activities. Machine learning algorithms can better 

anticipate and predict resourcing requirements and costs related to missions and 

training exercises. In Field Operations, AI-enabled systems can provide real-

time information for on-the-spot assessments to improve decision-making 

capabilities. In addition, it can be leveraged for support functions in expediting 

the procurement process, intelligent budget solutions and HR functions.15 

 The military significant AI capabilities have been developed substantially 

developed in the past decade with great progress in warfare operations. The use 

of deep learning algorithms like artificial neural networks has helped in the 

development of AI-powered machines that can make precise warfare decisions 

and have enabled human-machine teaming in successfully carrying out combat 

operations together.16AI is changing the face of defence technologies by 

compounding the power of data collected from various military equipment and 

combat vehicles. The collated data from multiple sensors, devices and 

equipment is analysed with the help of machine learning algorithms and enables 

defence personnel to make decisions. AI can be used in performing numerous 

tasks in warfare, like detection of mines in critical environments, enabling 

military robots with intelligentised warfare (that would allow them to carry out 

operations independently), enabling unmanned vehicles like drones, a swarm of 

drones (to take off and land without any human intervention) and high precision 

combat vehicles (with better decision making) at lower expenses. Moreover, AI 

will play a very critical role integration of commands by enabling an interface 

mechanism between different technical setups and systems on a single platform. 



Mosaic Warfare: Is the term for a changing landscape of war where 

autonomous weapons have made significant breakthroughs because ofthe 

accelerated development of cheap, flexible and scalable modular systems. This 

is the concept of mosaic warfare developed by DARPA that corresponds to the 

development and deployment of such systems and toolsets to change the face of 

warfare by providing the deterrence system with more autonomy and 

adaptability.17 

Applications of AI in Warfare 

The dimensions of future warfare lie within a changing landscape of technology 

and defence frameworks; war-fighting capabilities are continually changing 

with the introduction of new and disruptive technologies that harness the power 

of data and analytics to make predictions and work automatically. AI can be 

applied throughout every domain of warfare across battlefields; from the 

strategic level to the operational level, including AI-enabled Information, 

surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) operations, command and control 

operations, logistics, information related operations (such as deep fakes), semi-

autonomous and autonomous systems and lethal autonomous weapon systems 

(LAWS). 

1 Operational Level of Warfare:AI applications at the operational level 

of warfare deal with achieving tactical objectives through military force. 

It complements the conventional deterrence mechanism through the use 

of AI-enabled autonomous vehicles, big-data-driven simulations and war-

games and intelligentised collections and analysis of battlefield data.18 

2 Strategic Level of Warfare:AI applications at the strategic level of 

warfare (involving state actors) analysesthe scope of the war and its 

escalation or de-escalation effects on maintaining strategic stability and 

deterrence. It is driven by AI-enabled ISR activities and its use in 

precision strikes and missile defence. AI-driven Cyberspace operations 

that include both offensive and defensive mechanisms have added a new 

dimension to the strategic operations where social media has been a 

contributing factor in the spread of disinformation and the conduct of 

information warfare.19 



Various applications of AI in military operations at different levels of 

warfare are discussed below: 

1 Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance:AI-enabled ISR activities 

include gathering geospatial data with the help of advanced sensors, 

radars and automatic identification systems. Object identification is 

another application where AI has the ability to scan through the 

humungous amount of image data and information collected through 

satellites and drones. This data and its analysis through machine learning 

algorithms vastly improve detection of anomalous activities, threats, 

possible belligerents and relevant intelligence information for conducting 

precision strikes or making battlefield decisions. It also improves multi-

domain situational awareness, which is a very significant aspect of any 

military operation.20Target recognition is another aspect of ISR 

operations where AI has been effectively used to evaluate unstructured 

and heterogeneous data (reports, records, feeds, and so on) to gain 

insights into operational fields.21Some examples include the US DoD 

project MAVEN, also known as Algorithmic Warfare Cross-Functional 

Team (AWCFT), which made use of computer vision and AI to 

categorise and identify surveillance footage from UAVs and detect 

hostile targets in Iraq and Syria.22U.S. Defense Advanced Research 

Projects Agencyor DARPA's Target Recognition and Adaptation in 

Contested Environments (TRACE) also employs machine learning 

algorithms to locate and identify targets. 

2 Semiautonomous and Autonomous Systems:AI has been used in the 

deployment of semi-autonomous and autonomous weapon systems that 

include Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)/ drones, Unmanned Ground 

Vehicles (UGV) and Unmanned Marine Systems (UUV and USV). It also 

covers other military robots and cruise missiles. For these systems to 

perform autonomous combat operations requires edge response 

intelligence processing, big data intelligence with a cloud environment, 

seamless network links, on-demand extraction of information resources 

and dynamic organisational support. AI technology is used in 

autonomous and semi-autonomous systems to perceive the environment, 

plan navigation, identify obstacles, merge data and intelligence and 

communicate with other systems. In swarm drones, AI-informed 

guidance systems are a powerful mechanism to enable crewless systems 

to function in hostile environments and follow complex formations to 

operate in multiple domains.23 Some examples include the US Air Force 

Loyal Wingman Program, which consists of an F-16 unmanned craft with 



a manned aircraft, either an F-35 or F-22. F-16 test platform functioned 

autonomously and responded to dynamic events that weren't pre-

programmed.24 Various robotic combat vehicles (RCV) in the US Marine 

Corps, China and Israel, among others, have shown reasonable success. 

On land, the RCV is capable of navigating autonomously, carrying 

equipment and performing surveillance and IED removal operations. In 

addition, there are AI-enabled anti-submarine systems which are cost-

effective when compared to traditionally inhabited destroyers. The future 

of autonomy lies in Swarm technology, a subset of autonomous system 

development that is low cost compared to the traditional system and 

capable of overwhelming the adversaries' defence mechanisms. Swarm 

drones are capable of undertaking electronic and physical attacks and are 

equipped with features like fire support, localised navigation and 

communication networks for battlefield formations. 

3 Cyber Space Operations and Security: Cyberspace with the power of AI 

has added a new dimension to the future battlefield where it seamlessly 

blends into the Cyber framework. The centrality of AI algorithms is the 

data and the code that fetches the data from multiple platforms, be it 

social media like Google, Twitter or Facebook. Analysis of this data acts 

as a driving factor in enabling cyberspace operations that deal with cyber-

attacks, disinformation and misinformation campaigns and deep fakes. 

The AI-enabled system can be used for both offensive and defensive 

purposes in cyberspace. AI-guided probing, scanning, network jamming, 

spotting vulnerabilities, anomaly and intrusion detection are all 

applications that have made their way into electronic warfare as 

unconventional and asymmetric use, a fundamental calculus of 

deterrence. There are numerous examples where AI-guided cyber systems 

have been used for offensive and defensive purposes. For example, 

DARPA's 2016 grand challenge is its $5.2 million investment with BAE 

systems to develop software tools like CHASE that can predict and 

identify cyber-attacks using AI.25 Its recent use is seen in the Russia-

Ukraine conflict, where both sides have used AI-enabled systems and 

software to bring down the opponent’s critical infrastructure. 

 Information Operations and Deep Fakes:Information Operations have 

become a significant aspect of hybrid warfare where the use of 

disinformation campaigns, cyber operations, deep fakes and political 

influence operations have become a tool of warfare with an aim to 

sabotage and spread deception through such non-kinetic methods to 

maintain strategic deterrence.26 



4 Military Logistics:Military logistics includes efficient transport of 

equipment, ammunition and soldiers. AI has been used successfully for 

the predictive maintenance of vehicles. It helps military fleets detect 

anomalies and any likely failure of components. In the commercial sector, 

private airlines' predictive maintenance capabilities have been 

successfully implemented by integrating AI with their systems. The US 

Air Force is said to have used the AI-enabled maintenance schedules 

according to the individual aircraft. Currently, it is being used for the F-

35Autonomic Logistic Information System, which is based on a 

predictive algorithm that intimates a technician when to inspect and 

replace aircraft parts. The Army Logistic Support Activity (LOGSA) also 

uses predictive software by IBM Watson to develop maintenance 

schedules for the Stryker vehicle fleet.27Such AI-based solutions reduce 

the risk of equipment failure that commanders face in combat situations. 

In addition, they may also be used to inform the supply chain and training 

programs related to maintenance issues. 

5 Command and Control: The all-domain command and control are aimed 

at integrating and centralising the execution of air, sea, land, space and 

cyberspace operations. AI will be useful for collecting data from various 

sources and collating it into a single database so that the algorithms can 

make correlations and predictions for better decision-making. In addition, 

it will create a common operating picture that would provide information 

in one display, resolve communication variances, and provide forces with 

alternate systems for viable courses of action in real-time. This will 

finally make the wartime decision-making process efficient.  

6 LAWS: The weaponisation of AI and intelligentised warfare has 

contributed to the global arms race, reshaping countries' defence 

strategies. Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems have raised some critical 

concerns among the new and disruptive technologies in action. LAWSs 

include the use of autonomous weapon systems that independently 

identify a target, employ the weapon system and engage the target. 

Decision-making lies in the hands of the AI system, which is dynamic 

and based on the system's past learning. The responsibility of the 

destruction of targets or the issues related to humans out of the loop raises 

concerns about accountability in case of wrong decision-making leads to 

loss of innocent lives. 

7 Combat Simulations, Training and War Games: Training and 

simulations employ AI-enabled systems and software that use the 

battlefield data to create models replicating different battlefield scenarios. 

Thus AI assists soldiers and military personnel understand the war 



constructs and familiarises them with different warfare technologies. The 

US army is using such software for conducting warfare assessments. 

They have businesses with Leidos, SAIC, AECOM and orbital ATK, 

among others, all of whom are assisting the programs in the US army.28 

Some other Tactical Applications 

 Other AI applications in warfare include Computational Military 

Reasoning or tactical AI.29Some of these applications include Minesweeping 

drone bots that use feature maps to analyse data and identify and deactivate 

mines.; Segmentation detection to discriminate enemy battle tanks from 

friendlies; Combat helmets with visors and exoskeleton suits (based on actuator 

devices and sensor design powered with special devices and AI) to enhance the 

capabilities of a soldier; Combat simulations with VR situations, to train 

soldiers for actual battlefield scenarios; Analysing missile data through satellite 

grid systems for precision strikes.30 

Russia-Ukraine Conflict: A test case for AI 

 The Russia-Ukraine conflict has become a test bed for AI-enabled 

warfare. Both sides are said to have used AI-enabled software, cyber attacks, 

the spread of deep fakes to disable each other's critical infrastructure and 

launching disinformation campaigns. US is also using this conflict as a test bed 

for its AI-enabled systems.31Under the US Project MAVEN, various drone 

footages have been used to gather and classify information for detecting objects 

of interest. It has been reported that the US is using AI and ML algorithms to 

collect and analyse Russia-Ukraine battlefield data to generate intelligence 

about Russian Command and Control Strategies.32In addition, AI-based 

software like Space Know has been used to detect geospatial activity, and a 

military presence was seen in the Russian Town Yelna in December 2021, right 

before the war. Further, a US-based private firm Clear view AI provided free 

access to Ukraine to track Russian soldiers through their software. The database 

of this software comprised of 2 million photos was trawled from various 

Russian social media platforms.33Destructive AI-enabled software was 



presumably used by Russian Intelligence and compromised hundreds of 

computers at Ukrainian government agencies.34Russia's largest stock exchange, 

Russian Foreign Ministry and other government websites were also targeted by 

hackers. 

2. Major Powers: AI Capabilities in Warfare 

Major powers in the militarisation of AI in defence are the United States (US), 

the European Union (EU) and China; and have already come out with policy 

documents and roadmaps on the development, adoption and promotion of AI 

strategies.  

USA 

The US Department of Defense (DoD) is leading the AI research and 

development by investing largely in AI and emerging technologies in diverse 

applications. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and 

Intelligence Advanced Research Project Agency (IARPA) are the primary 

organisations working on defence projects related to emerging and disruptive 

technologies. The Biden administration is requesting $130 billion for research, 

engineering, development, and testing for the 2023 budget, which is 10% more 

than the last year. From the $130 billion, $16.5 billion will go towards emerging 

science and technology.35This budget aims to establish the Office of Chief 

Digital and AI officer that has been tasked to oversee the Joint AI centre 

(JAIC), the Defense Digital Service, an extension of Project Maven, the AI data 

accelerator, National mission initiatives and AI projects.36The defense 

department came up with the AI strategy in 2019 aimed at using AI systems 

throughout the military, from decision-making to joint partnerships with private 

sectors in AI research. Some of the major AI projects include Project Maven, 

DARPA's Squad X experimentation Program, and the OFFSET program.37The 

major AI systems identified by the Department of Defense Strategic 

Capabilities Office are Human-machine combat teaming, Autonomous Deep 

learning systems, Network-enabled semi-autonomous and autonomous weapon 



systems and Battlefield Swarm technology. Some examples of US military AI 

systems include the Navy's Low-Cost Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Swarming 

Technology (LOCUST), semi-autonomous and autonomous systems like loyal 

wingman F-16, Marine corps Multi-utility Tactical Transport (MUTT), a 

remote-controlled ATV, Robotic combat vehicles, Mounted Combat Systems, 

Anti-submarine warfare trail unmanned vessel "Sea Hunter", underwater drones 

(the US Navy plans to test 103 micro air dropped micro-drones).38 

The Central Intelligence Agency is currently working on 140 projects in the 

development phase that leverages AI that uses image recognition and predictive 

analysis. 

China 

China has adopted a "Next Generation Artificial Intelligence Development 

Plan" aimed at becoming world-leaders in AI by 2030. China has taken divisive 

steps to shift the People's Liberation Army (PLA) from an informatised war 

capability to intelligentised warfare capability.39China has brought innovation to 

their defence systems by adopting machine learning-based innovations and 

successfully becoming leaders on the path of military-civil fusion, which is also 

an inherent paradigm of their national strategy. Under the umbrella of this 

paradigm, several universities, research laboratories and private companies like 

Baidu, Tencent, and Alibaba are leading the AI innovation projects. In 2017 

China came out with their AI plan namely The Next Generation Artificial 

Development Plan focused to create an AI industry worth 150 billion RMB and 

by 2030 it plans to take its AI industry to 1 trillion RMB.40As a part of this 

grand scheme, a three year action plan to promote the next generation AI 

industry was released stating four major tasks: 

 development of intelligent and networked AI products (like vehicles, 

robots, and identification systems),  

 AI support systems (intelligent sensors and neural netwok chips),  

 smart manufacturing  



 and investing in industry training resources, testing and cyber security.41 

Some examples of China's AI capabilities include: Development of 

Blowfish models launched by Tsinghua University together with the 

National Defense technology lab that can autonomously perform complex 

combat operations; Wing Long 1 combat UAV, ASN-301 (a reverse 

engineered copy of US IAI Harpy loitering munition and GJ -11 Sharp 

Sword combat UAV), predictive maintenance softwares for leak 

detection, fault diagnosis and intelligent warehouses, war games like 

AphaWar based on the Deep Minds Starcraft AI system called AlphaStar, 

real time command and control applications like DataExa that perform AI 

based Knowledge mapping and combat decision support (provides 

information about US aircraft carrier, submarine destroyers, cruisers and 

frigates) and AI-Based UAV target lock software advertised by a PLA 

Contractor.42 

Russia 

Russia is rigorously investing in the field of AI for its militarisation. Russia has 

its equivalent of DARPA called Foundations of Advanced Research Projects. 

Russia.Although a little behind in terms of deep learning capabilities,it has 

made considerable advances in developing and deploying robotic military 

platforms like Unmanned Ground Vehicles and UAVs. Some examples include 

Nerechta, R-27-BT, Platforma-M to Marker, Soratnik and Uran-6,9 and 14. 

Nerekhta is the smaller UGV, reportedly being tested in Syria, is AI-enabled 

and functions in modes like fire support, reconnaissance and as a transport 

vehicle.43In addition, it is also building unmanned tanks, known as Udar, which 

will be able to interact with drones and can mount robots on them. Russia's 

Defence Ministry is working towards establishing R&D organisations, military-

industry complex, academia and private sector to strengthen their military 

robotics and spearheading the integration of AI into the military 

systems.44Russia is also capitalising on AI for their information operations and 



cyber security. It is investing huge sums in handling disinformation and cyber-

attacks both in the commercial and defence sector. 

3. India’s AI Implementation and its Roadmap 

 India’s AI implementation in the military domain is at a nascent stage; 

however, its commercial establishment is going strong with its different 

applications in various sectors like healthcare, agriculture, education, smart 

cities and infrastructures and smart mobility and transportation. NITI Aayog 

released the national strategy on AI in 2018 with a key focus on these areas. In 

2021, it further came up with a report on Responsible AI Part 1 and 2, which 

discusses the development, adoption of AI and nurturing of the AI ecosystem in 

India. It focuses on promoting research, skilling and re-skilling of the 

workforce, facilitating the adoption of AI solutions and developmental 

guidelines. The report also raises concerns over accountability, safety, privacy, 

and data security for responsible management of AI. Niti Aayog’s Centre of 

Research Excellence in AI (COREs) will act as technology feeders for 

International Centres for Transformational AI (ICTAIs) aimed at creating AI-

based applications for societal domains.45 

• India’s AI research in defence is led by the Defence Research and Development 

Organization (DRDO), under the Centre for AI and Robotics (CAIR). Its 

primary focus areas are artificial neural networks, deep learning, computer 

vision, and situational awareness, including network-centric operations and AI-

enabled systems that function on a vast knowledge base of battlefield data. In 

2019 the MoD established a high-level Defence AI Council (DAIC) tasked with 

providing strategic direction for AI adoption in defence. Its function is to 

establish partnerships between government and industry to deploy such AI-

based innovations. A multi-stakeholder Task Force represented by members 

from the Government, Services, Academia, Industry Professionals and Start-ups 

was constituted to study the strategic implications of AI from a national security 

perspective and in the global context.46The report stated the AI developments in 



India in context to defence needs and made recommendations for defence AI 

capabilities in areas like aviation, naval, land, cyber, nuclear and biological 

warfare. Given these developments, the DAIC and Defence AI Project Agency 

(DAIPA) were provided with a 1000 crore rupees annual budget specifically for 

AI-enabled projects.47It will include the development of a Data Management 

Framework, scaling up of existing capabilities of data centres, establishing a 

facilitated network of test beds and organising AI training courses in all defence 

training centres. In addition, it will prepare policies in partnership with 

government institutions and industries to create a deterrent for social and 

technological misuse. The Defence Ministry’s AI Roadmap includes defence 

public sector undertakings (PSUs) taking up 61 defence-specific projects.48The 

national task force has identified 12 AI domains, including the adoption of AI in 

the Indian army for C4ISR. The Indian military has collaborated on AI projects 

with industry and new tech start-ups.49 

India’s AI Academia/ Institutes and centres: As a part of the AI Roadmap, 

various centres have been established across the country. Some of them are the 

Centre for Artificial Intelligence, IIT Kharagpur;the Robert Bosch Centre for 

Data Science and Artificial Intelligence, IITM;the Artificial Intelligence Group 

(AI@IISc), Department of AI @ IITH;the Academia-industry Collaboration on 

Artificial Intelligence;and the Laboratory of Statistical AI and Machine 

Learning (LSAIML), IITR. 

India’s Defense Start-ups that are working rigorously in the field of 

militarisation of AI and funded by MoD or Idex are BOTLABS, Torus 

Robotics, EyeROV, IdeaForge, Vinveli, and Optimised Electrotech.50 

India’s AI Capabilities 

 India is spearheading its AI development and procurement to strengthen 

its military infrastructure. Some examples of India’s AI military capabilities 

include AI-enabled robot RoboSen for ISR operations, miniaturised man-

portable walking robot for logistic support, robots with cognitive capabilities for 



maintenance and serviceability of components, micro UAVs like Black Hornet, 

intelligent wheelchairs, and CAIR’s Network Traffic Analysis (NETRA) system 

for monitoring internet traffic in real-time.51India’s drone capabilities include 

swarm drones by Botlab Dynamics, Air Launched Flexible Asset Swarm 

(ALFA-S) by HAL and NRT, swarm drones, Rustom 1 by DRDO.52 The Indian 

Navy has also planned to integrate AI-based technologies in critical mission 

areas and has made INS Valsura the Centre of Excellence in the field of big data 

and state of the art labs on AI and Big Data Analysis.53Recently, on 10 July 

2022, the Artificial Intelligence (AI) Centre of Excellence has been launched by 

IAF at the Airforce Station, New Delhi under the aegis of UDAAN(Unit for 

Digitisation, Automation, Artificial Intelligence and Application Networking). 

The centre is commissioned with Big Data and AI platforms for handling all 

aspects of analytics including Machine learning, NLP, Neural Networks and 

Deep Learning.54IIT-Hyderabad has set up a Technology Innovation Hub on 

Autonomous Navigation and Data Acquisition Systems (TiHAN). DRDO’s 

Mobile Autonomous Robotic System (MARS) UGV and UGV based on the 

Arjun MK 1A battle tank are the Unmanned ground vehicles in the pipeline, 

which will be equipped with a 120 mm gun and Indigenous Geographic 

Information System (INDIGIS).55 The Indian Defence Ministry recently 

showcased the AI initiatives undertaken in last three years at the event on 

GenNext AI solutions.56 To foster the growth and development in the defence 

sector, iDEX startups technology were showcased and the sixth edition of the 

defence start-up challenge was started this year. 

4. AI Integration Challenges and its Potential Effects on Military 

 Integration of AI in the defence forces is at a critical juncture where all 

major countries are in the process of adopting AI and other disruptive 

technologies in their defence setup. Major powers like the US and China have 

already implemented AI, ML and deep learning in their military infrastructure 

and are leading the defence markets considerably. A look back in the history of 



defence infrastructure from the Cold War era indicatesthat new technology 

development used to begin with the defence domain and then would move on to 

the commercial and private sectors. However, in recent times, the technology 

disruption (such as self driving cars, AI-enabled voice assistants etc.) has 

commenced from the commercial domain and then gravitated to the defence 

one. Further, those AI development projects that were first started in the defence 

domain were unable to pick up due to technical, strategic and economic 

challenges. As eample,. DARAPA's strategic Computing Initiative from 1983 to 

1999 was focused on AI development projects with an investment of $1 billion 

but could not keep up with the need and expectations in terms of time and 

research.57There are various challenges related to project, personnel, processes 

and culture that are still delaying the efficient adoption of new and emerging 

technologies like AI.58The problems associated with AI in the military domain 

are at three levels: Operational (Trust, Reliability, adversarial attack, hacking 

and emergent risk); Strategic (Thresholds, Escalation Management, 

Proliferation, Strategic Stability); and Ethical (LAWS, accountability, human 

rights and privacy)59. The various challenges perceived in the AI adoption 

process are the following: 

 Collation of unstructured data from various sources60. 

 Vulnerabilities in the AI System:Adversarial manipulations in data can 

cause major issues in the functioning of these systems. Introducing wrong 

or uncorroborated information in AI systems during the training phase or 

corrupt data can cause equipment failures, miscommunication, confusion 

and logistic malfunctions. It can magnify the errors if any wrong 

information or data is fed into the system. 

 LooselyLaid Definition and its Black-Box Nature:Due to the loose 

definition of AI (AI could mean different things to different people), 

unawareness about the nitty gritties of the technology and its black box 

nature, it raises concerns as companies pass off products as AI without 



incorporating the necessary features in them. In Europe, about 40% of 

AI- start-up companies are selling products as AI-enabled, even when 

they haven't used AI. This is done to attract investments and funding.61 

 Explainable AI: Due to its black-box nature in most of the systems and 

complicating issues of predictability, the very nature of these systems is 

such thatthe end-user does not know how the system derives a 

solution.This, raises serious concerns about reliability when used in the 

military context. Because the operator is not aware of the decision-

making process, the human-machine teaming can not be considered as 

boundto be successful. Some challenges with human-machine teaming 

include Goal alignment, Task alignment and Human Machine 

Interface.62Hence, the concept of explainable AI has been introduced 

where the end-user is made aware of the decision-making process and 

this builds trust in the system. 

 Security and data governance:The role of AI in LAWS has raised ethical 

concerns amongst the stakeholders due to its autonomous nature and 

ability to make its own decisions in a threat environment where human 

lives are at stake. In the case of geopolitical conflicts, its use, 

responsibility and potential repercussions are still in question. However, 

countries are coming up with AI Strategies that are aimed toward its 

responsible and ethical use. NATO countries have more recently in 2021 

have come up with their AI strategy that encompasses the five critical 

elements of responsible use of AI.63 

5. AI Opportunities 

AI has brought a revolution in military affairs through data fusion, autonomy, 

speed and endurance. Despite the stated challenges, it has tremendous potential 

in changing the course of future battlefields. Strategic thinking is required for 

AI to manifest itself in all dimensions of warfare. A comprehensive roadmap 

stating the military role of AI, its deterrence capabilities with autonomous 



weapons, and its role in cyber defence and policy mechanisms are necessary. 

Civil-Military fusion and Public-Private partnerships with indigenous 

development of AI-enabled systems will be the key in the future. In addition, 

the government needs to focus on leading innovations through these 

partnerships and the creation of working groups that would include military 

personnel, technical experts, members of the private sector, national laboratories 

and institutes to perform research and development of AI-enabled systems and 

its military employment. A pool of talented resources needs to be built, then 

trained and nurtured to work in this direction, eventually leading to 

transformation and innovation in modern warfare.    

 India has started to work in this direction with the establishment of 

technology hubs, national laboratories and test centres, and working groups on 

AI like DAIC and DAIPA. However, India needs to incorporate defence AI 

capabilities in its National AI Strategy, which at this stage only covers the 

commercial and private sectors. Global powers are harnessing their military 

establishments by leveraging emerging and new intelligent technologies to 

maintain strategic stability and deterrence. It has also necessitated changes in 

the war fighting doctrines, policy frameworks, organisational structures, and 

training methodology. 
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